Join the SAP S/4HANA Movement
SAP Adoption Starter Engagement
Plan your move to SAP S/4HANA with prescriptive and clear guidance that empowers you to
make decisions. The SAP Adoption Starter Engagement provides an expert guided experience
for structuring, organizing, and building your plan for moving from SAP ERP to an SAP
S/4HANA centric landscape. The engagement provides access to valuable decision-making
tools and SAP customer peer-to-peer knowledge sharing and networking to help you optimize
your decisions.

The SAP Adoption Starter Engagement helps you overcome these common
beneﬁt case and planning challenges to help you expedite decision making
to move to SAP S/4HANA:
Value investment and eﬀort
• Understanding industry innovation trends and relevant innovation scenarios
• Identifying relevant value drivers and aspirations
• Establishing baseline results, tracking approach and eﬀort estimation

Tools and services
• Deﬁning a target architecture
• Establishing product recommendations
• Creating an instance consolidation plan

Scoping and planning
• Deciding between conversion vs. new implementation
• Aligning business requirements and priorities
• Sequencing of product and instance transitions

How the Adoption Starter Engagement can you help
you overcome these challenges

The SAP Adoption Starter Engagement helps you via a guided program approach that is
supported by a structured methodology. This guided approach enables you to self-manage the
steps to plan the move to SAP S/4HANA. The entire program is designed to be completed in
less than 90 days (elapsed time).

What to expect

Content is delivered in a virtual classroom setting with live, real-time instruction delivered
by SAP experts and architects. A ﬁxed timeline with clear milestones and Q&A checkpoints
are used to structure the process. Participants experience a guided, sequenced ﬂow
supported by an easy-to-follow collaboration model that fosters idea/best practice
exchange within peer groups.

Preparation

Scoping

Alignment/
Consolidation

Analysis/Discovery

1 Week

2 Months

3 Weeks

Prework (Solman, Plugin, S-User,
Role identiﬁcation, Data Collection)
Kick-Oﬀ Meeting and Process
Explanation

Process Explained
Scope Deﬁned

Scoping
1. Scoping Digital Core

Q&A

2. Transformation Navigator

Q&A

3. Innovation Scenario Check
4. Business Process Reality Check

Q&A

5. Quick Value Assessment

Q&A

6. Eﬀort Estimate

Q&A

A+B

7. Readiness Check
8. Conversion vs. Greenﬁeld
9. Start Point / Migration Path

Half-Time check point

End of Analysis

Draft Transformation Design

Synthesis Workshop
Transformation Design v 1.0 Agreed

Plan 1.0 Available

One-to-One Interaction Between SAP and Customer

One-to-Many Interaction Between SAP and Customer

Customer-Only and On-Demand Support from SAP

What you get

The SAP Adoption Starter Engagement empowers you across the planning process.
The result is your transformation plan 1.0 that is organized, sequenced and action-ready.

Business
Evaluation — Why?

Technical
Evaluation — What?

Transformation
Evaluation — How?

Innovation Case
& Eﬃciency Case

Target Products
& Target Instances

Approach & Sequencing
of Project Plans

• Industry innovation trends

• Midterm target architecture

• Conversion vs. greenﬁeld

• Relevant innovation scenarios

• Scope-based product recommendations

• Single step vs. multistep

• Relevant value drivers and aspirations

• Deﬁnition of digital core

• Alignment with business requirements
such as downtime reduction

• Instance consolidation plan

• Future capabilities
• Baseline results and tracking approach

• Technical preparation needs such as
custom code and simpliﬁcation

• Sequencing of product transitions
• Sequencing of instance transitions

• Eﬀort estimate

Beneﬁt Case and Road Map Tools
Expert Advice and Guidance

“

We looked for answers to the question: How are we
positioned and what do we have to do to introduce
SAP S/4HANA? Answers were given through a pilot
project of an adoption starter engagement. The
analysis of the current system landscape with the
tools was very helpful. We prepared a basic decision
document that was interesting for the entire IT
department. Furthermore, the project has enabled
us to align our long-term corporate strategy with
the future ERP strategy."
— Fabian Hörz, Project Manager Global IT Projects, ElringKlinger AG

Begin an SAP Adoption Starter
Engagement for Your Business
With clear steps, prescriptive guidance, and expert
enablement, you can feel conﬁdent that you have the right
planning foundation to make your move to SAP S/4HANA.
Get started by visiting the SAP Support Portal
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